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This paper reviewed the literature through 1970 on
the microbial degradation of lignin. The article’s con-
clusions made it clear that relatively little was known
in 1971 about any aspect of its biodegradation except
that the mode of decomposition must be different
from that of other biopolymers. IThe SCl~indicates
that this paper has been cited in over 135 publi-
cationsj
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This review article was my first publication after
joining the (iS Forest Products Laboratory. The re-
quest to write it came from the Editorial Board of
theAnnualReviewofPhyfopathologyonmy first day
ofwork.I had just returned tothe US from a Wi-year
postdoc in the lab of Erich Adler in the Department
of Organic Chemistr~Chalmers Universityof Tech-
nology, Goteborg, Sweden. Adler (who died in
December 1985) had established himself as the
leader in the characterization of lignin, developing
methods still in use today and identifying and quan-
tifying the various substructure, of the complex
lignin polymer. At Chalmers, I worked closely with
three of Adler’s advanced students, Knut Lundquist,
Gerhard Miksche, and Sam Larsson, all of whose
names are well known to lignin researchers. The
ambience in the lab wasexemplary and the standards
impeccable. I had gone to Chalmers after having
completed graduate research on the fungal degra-
dation of lignin under Arthur Ketman, Ellis Cowling,
and Sam Tove at North Carolina State University
(NCSU). The background gained at NCSU and at
Chalmers made evaluating the literature
straight-forward.

This article has been widely cited forseveral rea-
sons, I think, primarily having to do with the timing.
It was the first review of the field after the chemical
structure of lignin had been clarified—mainly by Karl
Freudenberg in Germany’ and Adler in Sweden.~

The article was also the first “modern” review by
one who had studied both lignin chemistry and mi-
crobiology. I like to think that the review brought
someorder to a rather confounding literature; it was
apparent that much of the research up to 1970 had
been flawed, usually because adequate methods and
materials had not been available to the investigators
and becauseof the incomplete knowledge of the Jig-
nm structure.

The review questioned previous conclusions con-
cerning which microorganisms thesides wood-decay-
ing fungh degrade lignin, as well as the conclusions
from the few biochemical studies that had been
done. Some of the best studies of lignin biodegrada-
tion had involved characterizations of the polymer
after partial degradation by fungi—studies that made
it clear that the process is oxidative. The review
pointed out that the oxidative mode of degradation
must be quite different from the hydrolytic biodeg-
radative mechanisms seen with all other major bio-
polymers, a conclusion that has been abundantly
borne out by subsequent research.

In the 15 years since the review was published,
interest in understanding how lignin is biodegraded
has greatly increased, in large part because of the
potential applications of bio-ligninolytic systems—
mainly in the pulp and paper industry—and in part
simply because of the intrinsic scientific challenge:
Iignin biodegradation has proved to be a unique and
most interesting process. Many of the unknowns in
1971 have now been clarified through efforts in at
least 25 laboratories. The higher basidiomycetous de-
cay funsj seem indeed to be Nature’s major lignin-de-
graders, and much is known about what they do to
lignin and how they do it. Notably, after a decade
of underpinning research, the first lignin.degrading
enzyme, a potent extracellular peroxidase from the
fungus Phanerochaefe chrysosporium, was die-
covered in 1983.~”Since then, the field has truly en-
tered the realm of biochemistry and, very recently,
molecular biology as well. Many questions still re-
main, of course, but the biotechnical potential of hg.
ninolytic organisms and their enzymes and the sci-
entific challenge continue to spur scientists to find
the answers.

It is indeed pleasant to think that my early review
article has had an impact. It is still being cited, and,
although correct, it is certainly dated. Researchers
would do better to use more recent ones.~’
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